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1.A customer has two ASAs configured in high availability and is experiencing connection drops that
require re-establishment each time failover occurs.
Which type of failover has been implemented?
A. Stateless
B. routed
C. trans parent
D. stateful
Answer: D
2.In a new DMVPN deployment, phase 1 completes successfully. However, phase2 experiences issues.
Which troubleshooting step is valid in this situation?
A. Temporarily remove encryption to check if the GRE tunnel is working.
B. Verify IP routing between the external IPs of the two peers is correct.
C. Remove NHRP configuration and reset the tunnels.
D. Ensure that the nodes use the same authentication method.
Answer: A
3.An engineer is configuring clientless SSL VPN. The finance department has a database server that only
they should access, but the sales department can currently access it. The finance and the sales
departments are configured as separate group-policies.
Which option must be added to the configuration to make sure the users in the sales department cannot
access the finance department server?
A. Web type ACL
B. Port forwarding
C. Tunnel group lock
D. VPN filter ACL
Answer: C
4.Refer to the Exhibit:

Which result of this command is true?
A. It displays the RSA public keys of the rooter
B. Makes the router generate a certificate signing request
C. It Specifies self-signed enrollment for a trust point
D. Generates an RSA key called TRIAL FOUR
Answer: C
5.Refer to the Exhibit:
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Users at each end of this VPN tunnel cannot communicate with each other.
Which cause of this behavior is true?
A. The Diffie-Hellman groups configured are different
B. The pre shared key does not match.
C. Phase 1 is not completed and troubleshooting is required.
D. The issue occurs in phase 2 of the tunnel.
Answer: C
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